ADVANCED PHRASAL VERBS DEFINITIONS MATCH

PHRASAL VERB
1) turn up

DEFINITION
a) to look good with

2) try out

b) to start doing a particular job or
activity

3) call off

c) to produce something to sell to the
public

4) take up

d) to explain the reason for something

5) bring out

e) to arrive

6) go with

f) to use something to discover if it
works or if you like it

7) account for

g) to postpone

8) rely on

h) to cancel

9) put off

i) to reject

10) turn down

j) to trust someone or something

FILL IN THE GAPS WITH THE CORRECT FORM OF THE PHRASAL VERBS ABOVE
1. She was running late and only ________________ at 10.30.
2. I usually like to ________ something__________ before I buy it.
3. They had to ________________ the concert because the guitarist took ill and they couldn´t
reschedule..
4. The band are _______________ their latest song next Monday.
5. Do you think that dress __________________ my handbag.
6. The English exam has been ________________ until next month.
7. He had an argument with his wife, which _________________ his bad mood this morning.
8. I might __________________ cycling. I need to get fit.
9. In tough times you need friends you can _______________
10. They offered me the job, but I _____________ it ________________
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ANSWERS DEFINITION MATCH
1. e
2. f
3. h
4. b
5. c
6. a
7. d
8. j
9. g
10. I
ANSWERS GAP FILL :
1. turned up
2. try out
3. call off
4. bringing out
5. goes with
6. put off
7. accounts for
8. take up
9. rely on
10. turned down
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